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Fabrics & Accessories Trade Show

F&A Show Continues to Deliver
More Value and Business Opportunities
The F&A Show - Fabrics & Accessories Trade Show enters
its 17th glorious edition and will be held from 9 to 11 March
2018 at Trade Centre, KTPO, Whitefield, Bangalore.
The F&A Show is an integral facilitator of the textile supply
chain. Manufacturers and suppliers are gearing up to
showcase their latest developments. The scope and scale
of the F&A Show is representative of a mix of Indian and
international companies. As buyers converge in Bangalore
to source, network and update themselves on current and
forthcoming trends, the excitement is palpable as industry
anticipates a resurge in the economy.
Manufacturing companies and suppliers of apparel fabrics,
trims, embellishments and related services will acquire new
customers and augment existing business by participating
at the F&A Show. If your company is engaged in trade with
the apparel industry, then this is the event where you will
meet a cross-section of high quality buyers that represent
the broad spectrum of the industry.
Visitors to the F&A Show represent a diverse category
including apparel brands, apparel exporters, buying houses
& agents, retailers, wholesalers, fashion designers and
labels. The 2017 edition saw 3811 senior sourcing
professionals, CEO’s and merchandizing teams visit the
show.
With several new product launches, informative seminars
on the side-lines and product displays, the F&A Show is
expected to further raise the benchmark set by the event in
the past.
Major exhibit categories includes:
Fabrics: bottom weight fabrics; dress materials;
embroidered fabrics; grey fabrics; imported fabrics; knitted
fabrics; outerwear fabrics; printed fabrics; processed
fabrics; shirting fabrics mill made; shirting fabrics
powerloom silk fabrics; speciality fabrics; terry fabrics;
velvet fabrics; woollen fabrics.
Accessories: buttons; hangers; interlinings; labels; laces;
motifs; stones & studs; tapes; thread - sewing &
embroidery; zippers.
Services: textile related cad/cam; cad/cam; quality
assurance; chemicals & auxiliaries, design institutes &
agencies; design & stylings; logistics; textile trade
publications; textile testing/ certification; textile trade
portals.
The long list of exhibitors, which includes some of the
topmost names in the fibers, yarns, fabrics and accessories
domain, reflects the positive sentiments prevailing in the
market and the enthusiastic reception that the event has
generated.
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